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The Vedic type syati revisited' 
Abstract: This paper deals with the verbs belonging to the Vedic type sytiti. It is argued that the class VI 
analysis (-sy-ti-ti, -dy-ti-ti, etc.) conforms much better to the synchronic features (semantics, syntax, 
paradigmatic properties, etc.) of this group than the class IV analysis (-s-yti-ti, -d-yti-ti, etc.). The origin of 
this formation is unclear; in some verbs of this class -y- may originate in the suffix '-(e)i- (perhaps related 
to the class IV present suffix -ya-), which has been secondarily reinterpreted as part of the root. 
I, The type sydti: two approaches 
The Vedic present _s(i)ya_ti RV + 'bind' and four more presents of the same phonological 
structure (ch!iJya_ti A V1x + 'cut [the skin]',1 _dya_tilte YS + 'distribute, divide', _d(i)ya_1i 
RV 1x + 'bind', §ya_ti RV1x + 'sharpen'; hereafter referred to as Cyali presents) derived 
from the Ca roots (sa, cM, etc.) are one of the most obscure morphological formations in 
the Vedic system of present types. 
This type is, no doubt, inherited from Proto-Indo-Iranian, which can be proved by the 
A vestan cognates of _s(i)ya_ti 'bind', 2 and, possibly, _dyaJilte 'distribute, divide ,3 and -d(i)ya-
ti 'bind'. 4 Parallels with this type can also be found outside Indo-Iranian, in Anatolian, cf. 
Hitt. isIJijanzi (cf. WITTMANN 1973: 41; OETTINGER 1979: 461; RASMUSSEN 1989: 36). 
In the recent studies, these presents are generally regarded as belonging to class IV (i.e. 
s_ya_ti etc.). This analysis was adopted by Indian grammarians (cf. PaJ?ini 7.3.71) and 
• I am most grateful to A. Lubotsky for his detailed comments on the earlier drafts of this paper. I also would 
like to take this opportunity to express my thanks to the audience of the Arbeitstagung "Indoarisch, Iranisch 
und die Indogermanistik" in Erlangen (October 1997) and, particularly, to B. Forssman, G. Meiser, N. 
Oettinger, G.-J. Pinauit, J. Rasmussen, D. Baum, for their comments and criticism. 
1 For the meaning of this present, cf. HOFFMANN 1966: 70f. [= Aufs. n, 463f.]. 
2 M/hi 'bind' - hiia-: subj. hiiqn Yt 8.55, grouped by KELLENS (1984: 100) together with thematic zero grade 
root presents (= Indian class VI). 
J GAv. 2dd 'distribute' - diia-: dUdi Y 29.8 (or an -aiia-present 'daiidi?); for a discussion, cf. KELLENS 1984: 
121, note (3). Otherwise HUMBACH (1991: I, 122; n, 41 (7»: hiia! ... diidi 'so that I may enjoy': 1 sg.subj. 
of pres. diia- or dUd from the root daild[ = Ved. dhf 'look at, perceive'. 
4 JOdd 'bind' - °diia-: 3 sg.impv.med. nf-diiiitqm (at Y 48.7: nf aesam6i nf diidtqm paitf riJmiJm paitf 
sii6(z)dum). The morphological analysis of this G3:thic form is unclear. KELLENS (1984: 120) takes -diidtqm 
as 3 sg.impv.med. of diia- 'bind', which would be the exact cognate of Vedic -dytiti 'binds'; cor-
respondingly, KELLENS & PlRART (1988: 170) translate: 'Que la Rage s'empetre!' This interpretation is 
followed by HOFFMANN/FoRSSMAN 1996: 57 (§ 24ba), 197 (§ 149a) ('soll niedergebunden werden'). 
HUMBACH considers this form a passive to ni-dd 'lay down', mentioning the fonner interpretation as less 
plausible ("less likely is < ... > mid. of ni-dd 'let (wrath) be tied up"', HUMBACH 1991: n, 201 (2», and 
translates: 'Let wrath be laid down!' (ibid., I, 177). 
Adjacent to -diidtqm, we find the form sii6(z)dum, which is generally taken as cognate of yet another Cytiti 
present, ch (i)yti_ti 'cut', but this interpretation leads to forced translations (KELLENS & PlRART 1988: 170: 
'Tranchez I'Entrave!'; HUMBACH, ibid.: 'Chop the fury .. .'). More attractive is LUBOTSKY'S suggestion (pers. 
comm.) to connect this form with the root siiazd- 'banish', thus translating it as 'banish the fury!' 
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appears already in the earliest European descriptions of Sanskrit (BbHTLINGK 1845: 280f.; 
BENFEY 1846: 758; BENFEY 1852: 355, § 796, HI; BENFEY 1865: 1378 [= Kl.S. n, 149]; 
A VERY 1873: 234ff. (syati etc.), 248 (§yat); DELBROCK 1874: 164ff.; WEBER 1895: 829; 
NEGELEIN 1898: 34fO, as well as in comparative Indo-European studies (cf. OSTHOFF 
1878;5 MEILLET 1896: 375 (ch-yati); BRUGMANN 1902: 524; KURYLOWICZ 1935: 64f. 6); 
it has also prevailed for the last few decades, especially since the 60's, cf. GONDA 1948: 
50; MAYRHOFER 1965: 248; NARTEN 1968: 130 [= KI.S. I, 92], fn. 104; LINDEMAN 
1968: 112ff.; BEEKES 1969: 174f.; BURROW 1973: 331; INSLER 1971: 580ff.; EICHNER 
1974: 57f.; JOACHIM 1978: 159f. (S(i)-ya-), 166 (s(i)-yd-); KLINGENSCHMITT 1982: 9f., 
132; GOTO 1987: 44; GOTO 1990: 988 (-dyd-: "IVd"); GARCiA-RAMON 1994-95: 340 (sya-
< *shrj6/C-).7 However, by the turn of the century this approach was replaced by the 
class VI analysis. The turning point was, no doubt, WHITNEY'S "Roots" (1885), where the 
type syati has been reanalysed as sy_a_ti , dy_a_ti , etc. (with a question mark, though). 
WHITNEY'S influential grammar (1896: 2730 and verbal dictionary (1885) determined the 
new view-point of this formation for nearly 100 years, throughout the emergence of most 
of the standard grammars of (Vedic) Sanskrit (cf. HENRY 1902: 103, 259; MACDONELL 
1910: 328; SCHARPE 1945: 112; RENOU 1952: 271; THUMB/HAUSCHILD 1959: 243f.); the 
class VI analysis has also been adopted by some Indo-Europeanists (SCHULZE 1885: 423 
[= Kl.S., 51V BECHTEL 1892: 268f.; REICHELT 1906: 9f.; HIRT 1921: 60, 168,2119). 
Most interestingly, however, after the 50's scholars almost unanimously returned to the 
earlier class IV analysis, without any explicit discussion,lO and now the class VI analysis 
occurs only rarely (cf. LIEBERT 1957: 5ff., 12; VEKERDI 1961: 269f.; MORGENROTH 1977: 
365; EUZARENKOVA 1987: 108; RASMUSSEN 1989: 37ff., esp. fn. 22). Such an intriguing 
transformation of views may be the subject of a separate study on the history of the Indo-
European linguistics, but this topic goes beyond the scope of the present paper. 
From a morphophonological point of view, both of the approaches have disadvantages. 
The main argument against the class IV analysis is that the stem C)id- is often disyllabic 
5 Letter to Karl Brugmann, dated 26.05.1878, published in OSTHOFF 1992: 56f. BENFEY (1846: 759) and 
OSTHOFF, ibid. account for the root sa, pres. s_ya_ti 'bind' as the zero grade variant (with the root exten-
sion -a-) of as, pres. as-ya-'i 'throw' - which is of course semantically impossible. 
61. SCHMIDT (1881: 67) and KURYLOWICZ (ibid., 254) hesitantly add one more form to the aforementioned 
Cyati presents, viz. aor. akhyat, on different grounds though. SCHMlDT explains it as derived with the sut~ 
fix -ya- from the alleged root kha- and thus parallel to d(a)yati, s(a)yati [thus in SCHMIDT'S notation] etc., 
while KURYLOWICZ relates it to pres. cdyati (i.e. khya- < 'ka(i)je-). Both assumptions are untenable. 
7 The same treatment of the corresponding Avestan cognates (-iia-presents) is adopted in Avestan grammars; 
cf., for instance, HOFFMANN/FoRSSMAN 1996: 185 (§ 138.6). 
81110ugh only for sy_a_'i ; in another article by the same author (SCHULZE 1888: 258 [= Kl.S., 363]) d-yati 
is considered a -ya-present; see footnote 36 below. 
9 But cf. d-yati 'binds' in an earlier Hun's monograph (1900: 29); cL also footnote 41 below for more details 
on Hun's analysis. 
10 Cf. e.g. LINDEMAN'S (1968: 113f.) Excursus, where Lyali presents are treated as built with the suffix ··ya-
without even mentioning the alternative class VI analysis. 
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(C(i)yd-) , whereas the present suffix -ya- appears as -ya- very rarely, even after a heavy 
syllable. ii Furthermore, it is unclear whether c!i)ya- is actually a regular reflex of the 
sequence *CH-ya-. We do not find sufficient evidence outside this type; -yd-passives 
derived from Ca roots generally have I in the root (cf. dfydte, dhfydte to da, dha, etc.), 
whereas Ca roots which build '-ya-presents do not show ablaut (ksdya-ti 'burn', trdya-te 
'rescue', mldya-ti 'relax', etc.; cf. GOTO 1987: 44)12, so that o~e might even expect 
**sdyati etc. 
On the other hand, the class VI analysis is not free from shortcomings either, being 
unable to account for -y- before the thematic vowel, at least in some of these presents. 
Both analyses being controversial from the morphophonological point of view, it is 
advisable to carefully examine other features of the formations under investigation, i.e. 
semantics, syntax and paradigmatic properties. In other words, it might be helpful to 
compare system-related features of the class IV and class VI formations with those of the 
type Cydti in order to determine how closely each of the two classes is related to the type 
Cydti within the synchronic system of present fonnations. 
An exhaustive study of these two well-attested morphological types within this paper 
is impossible, and I will limit myself to a short survey of class VI and active13 class IV 
presents. 
2. A comparative sketch of class IV and class VI presents 
2.1 Semantic and syntactic features 
2.1.1 Class IV (active) 
As is well-known, most '-ya-presents are intransitive; many of them refer to inner states 
that belong either to the sphere of emotions (knldhya-ti 'be angry', tfpya-'i 'be satisfied'), 
or to the domain of physiological processes (kfiya-,i 'be lean', k~udhya-ti 'be hungry', 
etc.), i4 as well as to their starting points ('become angry', 'become old', etc.). Besides, 
there is also a small subgroup of '-ya-presents denoting intransitive activities (divya_tillte) 
'play', nftya_ti 'dance', etc.), and a small subgroup of transitives (dsya_tillte) 'throw', ndh-
ya_til(te) 'tie', etc.). These subclasses, albeit old and inherited from Proto-Indo-Iranian, are 
unproductive and do not recrute new members after the RV, unlike intransitive statives. 
Another feature shared by the class IV presents belongs to the domain of aspectual 
meanings: a good many of these presents are durative, referring to the processes extended 
11 Cf. SEEBOLD 1972: 287ff. 
12 If we accept the class IV but not the class I analysis for these formations. The latter is most plausible, 
particularly, for gaya_tilte 'sing' (i.e. gdy_a_ti1te) and, presumably, for some other presents; cf. WACKERNAGEL 
1896 [AiG I]: 87; THUMB/HAUSCHILD 1959: 244. 
13 There are a number of crucial differences between class IV presents attested in the middle only (padyate, 
manyate, etc.) and those which are mostly employed with the active inflexion (see KULlKOV, in preparation). 
Since Cyati formations mostly occur with active endings, it makes sense to focus on the latter subclass of 
class IV, i.e. on the active '-ya-presents. 
14 Cf. WHITNEY 1896: 273. 
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in time rather than concentrated within a short ("punctual") period, cf. e.g. DELBRUCK 
1897: 26ffY 
2.1.2 Class VI16 
By contrast, most of the class VI presents are transitives referring to "energetic" activities 
which imply some crucial involvement of the patient in the process, but, usually, do not 
lead to its death or destruction17 (cf. kf;ipd- ti 'throw', khidd-ti 'tear', tudd- ti 'push', etc.). 
The majority of class VI presents denote punctual, or terminative, activities (cf. 
DELBRUCK 1897: 90ff.; RENOU 1925; KORTLANDT, ibid.; cf. also LAZZERONI 1978 for 
discussion 18). 
Incidentally, transitivity and punctuality correspond well together, being not quite 
independent of each other. As has been demonstrated by HOPPER and THOMPSON (1980), 
transitivity can be treated as a complex set of features all of which are concerned with the 
effectiveness of an action taking place. Within this framework, we are able to explain some 
correlations between syntactic patterns (transitive/intransitive) and aspectual properties of 
the verbal forms. In particular, the punctual meaning can be shown to correlate with the 
higher transitivity degree, whereas the durative semantics is generally associated with 
intransitivity. 
2.2 The ratio of the present, imperfect and injunctive forms 
As has been repeatedly suggested (cf. e.g. SAUSSURE 1879: 9; LEUMANN 1895: 42), the 
majority of the class VI presents may go back to the thematic aorists. The common origin 
of these two formations may account for the fact that forms with secondary endings 
(imperfects and injunctives) are a little more current than forms with primary endings 
(presents proper), especially in early Vedic (in the RV); cf. e.g. LEUMANN, ibid., 
KURYLOWICZ 1964: 116: most likely, the latter part of the paradigm of this morphological 
type was not yet well-established by that time. In the case of poorly attested formations, 
it is often impossible to decide whether the form under consideration belongs with thematic 
aorists or class VI presents; cf., for instance, jurdtam 'make weak' (discussed in Section 
4.2.2.2 below). 
Unlike class VI presents, active '-ya-presents have a well-established paradigm in the 
present and, moreover, forms with primary endings predominate (cf. the lists in MAC-
DONELL 1910: 331ff.). 
15 DELBRUCK labels this meaning 'kursiv'. 
16 There is no monographic treatment of this present class, but several important features have been captured 
by RENOU (1925); cf. also LAZZERONI 1978; KORTLANDT 1984: 315ff. 
17 Cf. KORTLANDT 1984: 315ff. 
18 LAZZERONI believes that the punctual meaning is not inherently associated with this morphological type: 
"I verbi dell a VI cla~se non hanno uno specifieo valore di aspetto: la funzione delle singole forme dipende 
unicamente dalla loro collocazione nel sistema." (op.dt., p.143). 
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2.3 Paradigmatic properties: competing present types 
As is well known, some morphological formations regularly co-occur within the same 
individual verbal system (IVS) (e. g. intransitive middle '-ya-presents and transitive presents 
with nasal affixes, cf. rfyate 'flows' - ri,!ati 'makes flow', mucyate 'becomes free' -
muncati 'releases', etc.), whereas some others co-exist only rarely, exceptionally or never. 
Thus, any information about presents which are in competition with those under 
consideration may be helpful for determining their actual position within the system of 
present types. 
2.3.1 Class IV 
One of the remarkable features of the active '-ya-presents is the lack of other present types 
within the IVS (except for productive -aya-causatives). Only few of them co-occur syn-
chronically with other presents: [fra_til(te) 'send' RV + I I i~,!ati RV + 'id.'; 19 jarya_ti 
RV, jirya_ti AV + 'become old' II jaraJil(te) RV 'make old'; ra'!ya_ti 'rejoice' II ra'!a-ti 
'id.' (both are attested mostly or only in the RV, cf. GOTO 1987: 258f.); dfhya_til(te) RV 'be 
firm' I I drf!lM-ti RV!x + 'make firm'. tfpya_ti Kh. , AV + 'be satisfied' appears as a recent 
replacement of tlP,!o-ti, trmpa-ti (RV +); sidhyaJi 'succeed' is attested only once in early 
Vedic (in mal!qala I of the RV), while the parallel sadha_tilte nearly disappears after the RV 
(GOTO 1987: 326); similarly, -hr~ya-ti 'be excited' occurs only once in early Vedic, in the 
late tenth mal!qala of the RV, while Mr~a_ti is exceptional after the RV (GOTO 1987: 
347).20 
Note that, with the exception of three pairs (which makes up less than 5 % of the total 
number of active '-ya-presents), viz. i~ya_til(te) II i~,!ati, ra'!ya_ti II ra,!a- ti and tfpyaJi II 
tlP,!o-ti, trmpa-ti , '-ya-presents are not quite parallel to competing formations, i.e. they 
either do not co-occur synchronically, or are employed in different usages (cf. e.g. intr. 
dfhya_til(te) I I tr. -caus. drf!lM-ti). 
2.3.2 Class VI 
Unlike class IV presents, many of class VI presents co-exist within the IVS with other 
(synonymous or nearly synonymous) present formations: with class I presents (cf. kr~a-ti 
RV + 'plough'll kdr~a_tilte RV + 'drag',21 juraJi RV22 If jara_til(te) RV 'make old'), with 
nasal presents (tuja_ti 'move, put in panic' I I tunjanti etc. RV 'id.'; dhffva-ti AV +23 'fan' 
II dhuno-,i RV + 'shake'), with root presents (cf. yuva_ti RV 'join' II yauti AV + 'id.'), 
19 The nasal present may be a recent formation though, cf. JOACHlM 1978: 43. 
20 I do not mention h~re rare '-ya-presents, such as hapax -pruifYa-'i 'spirt' SB1x (// pru:fl:luvanti etc. RV) or 
quasi-hapax sucya_'i SB", JB1x (?) 'suffer, feel pain' (// s6ca-,i RV +) (cf. GOTO 1987: 307). 
21 For the difference in meaning and use, cf. GOTO 1987: 112f. 
22 The only finite form attested to this stem is juratam (RV 1.182.3) 'make weak, infirm'. It is interpreted 
by WHITNEY (1885: 55), NARTEN (1964: 121), JOACHIM (1978: 83), LAZZERONI (1978: 142f.) as class VI 
present, by GOTO (1987: 152) as thematic aorist; cf. also Section 4.2.2.2, Excursus. 
23 Mostly with ni. 
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with reduplicated presents (cf. -fira-ti 'make pass' /1 tltrat- RV!x 'id.', 24 di§ant- etc. RV + 
'indicate' /1 dides!u etc. RV 'id.', yuvanta RV lx +25 'keep aside' 1/ yuya-ti RV + 'id.'). 
Note, in particular, that some of class VI presents are in competition with reduplicated 
presents, while '-ya-presents never co-exist with this formation 26 
2.4 Passivizability 
An important property of transitive verbs is their ability to build passives. Theoretically, 
all transitives might be expected to passivize; but this is not the case in early Vedic, where 
-yd-passives are not yet well-established as a fully productive morphological formation, so 
that the existencellack of -yd-passives is an important feature for classifying transitives. 
2.4.1 Class IV 
Quite naturally, the maJonty of active '-ya-presents, being intransitive, cannot be 
passivized; but even transitive -ya·-formations lack -yd-passives. The eight roots which build 
transitive active '-ya-presents (as 'throw', i~ 'send', dhyii 'think', nah 'tie', pas 'see', pI 
'blame', vyadh 'pierce', siv 'sew') occur as few as four times in -ya-passives throughout 
all Vedic texts: asyamiina- (AA 2.3.5) 'thrown', pre!jate (AVP 16.54.8) 'is sent forth', 
apinahydmiina- (AV 12.5.25) 'being fastened up' and vi-vidhyamiina- (JB 2.426:4) 'being 
shot down'; in addition, we find n[1yate (JB 2.69:3, 10) '[the dance] is danced', which is 
passive to a content accusative construction. Among these, only two occurrences are met 
in early Vedic (in the A V), whereby apinahyamiina- appears in hymn 12.5, which abounds 
in nonce passives, and thus may be a nonce form; pre!jate in the A VP cannot be sufficient 
evidence either.n 
This peculiarity may be due to the tendency to avoid two different -ya-formations (Le. 
active '-ya-presents and -yd-passives) within the same IVS. This constraint seems to have 
been valid until the very end of the Vedic period. 
2.4.2 Class VI 
-yd-passives to class VI presents are relatively few and mostly of late age too (some of 
them have no -ya-passives in Vedic at an, cf. k#paJi 'throw'), in spite of transitivity of 
the base verbs, but less exceptional and older than the passive counterparts of the transitive 
active '-ya-prescnts. We find three -ya-passives in the oldest parts of the RV (tujyate 2x 
'is put to panic flight', sriyd-te 'be emitted', stiiyaJe 'be praised') and one more in mal!4ala 
X (siiyd_te 'be consecrated');28 others appear in the young SaJ.TIhitas of the Yajur-Veda and 
24 titrat- RV 2.31.2, albeit a hapax in the RV, seems to go back to Proto-Indo-Iranian, as its Av. cognate 
titara! proves (GOT() 1987: 165, fn. 266). 
25 For RV 8.71.4 yuvanta, cf. JOACHlM 1978: 140. 
26 1 do not count turya RV'x (// tftrat-), which is a nonce fonnation. yasya·ti AV 'boil' does not co-occur syn-· 
chronically with the reduplicated present (RVic hapax yayastu), which is replaced by the former after the RV. 
YI The parallel passage of the AVS (11.3.14) has the -ta-participle pre,l"ita-. 
28 The class VI present 
Iized -cha-present. 
'cut; bring low [to a deity]' (- pass. vrscya-te RVX1x +) goes back to a fossi-
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in the Brahmanas. 
3. A survey of the type Cytiti 
3.1 Semantic and syntactic features 
From the semantic and syntactic point of view, all the five presents of the type Cyati are 
remarkably uniform. All of them are transitives, mostly with a punctual meaning, and 
belong to the same semantic area as most of the class VI presents (energetic activities). 
3.2 The ratio of the present, imperfect and injunctive forms 
Two of the Cyati formations occur in the RV with secondary endings only (adya~ 'bound' 
RV 2.13.9, syat RV 1.130.4bis), so that we cannot be sure whether the paradigm of the 
present was well-established by that time or not; only _s(i)ya_ti is well-attested with primary 
endings. 
3.3 Paradigmatic properties 
Three of the five Cyati presents co-exist with other present formations within the IVS: 
_s(i)ya_ti 'bind' / / sind-ti RV +; syti_ti "sharpen' / / siSiiti, sisfle etc. RV +; -dyaJi YS + 
'cut, divide, distribute' / / daya_te 'distribute' RV +.29 
Note especially that the pair iya_ti 'sharpen' / / sisdti etc. would be unique and isolated 
under the class IV analysis: we do not find reduplicated presents in competition with '-ya-
presents (cf. JOACHIM 1978: 159f.). By contrast, the class VI analysis is more attractive, 
since parallel class VI and class III presents are attested for a number of roots (cf. Section 
2.3.2). 
3.4 Passivization 
Passives, attested for two of the five Cyati presents, are relatively rare and appear from 
the YS onwards. The following forms are met: dfyate 'is divided' KSP 9.14:117.2, TSP 
6.3.10.3 - AB 2.lOter - SBK 4.8.3.9; samdfyamiina- 'bound' Tsm 7.1.19.1 - KS-
Asvamedham 5.1.10:154.2. _dyti_ti 'bind' has ~lso passive aorist saJ!Uldyi (RV 1.139.1) . 
3.5 Compounds with preverbs 
One of the most remarkable features of the type Cyati is that forms with preverbs are much 
more common than simplex ones. Four of the five presents under discussion, -s(i)ya-ti , 
_dya_ti 'cut, divide, distribute' and _dya_ti 'bind', do not occur as simplex at all; sya_ti 
apgears as simplex only in the SB (2x); chya_ti is attested exclusively with anu and 
a. 
29 For the different usages of the present daya-te, see KUIPER 1974. KUIPER seems to be too categorical when 
considering _dya_ti and daya-te unrelated; cf. GOTO 1987: 172ff. 
30 chyati Tsm 5.2.12.1a = KS-Asvamedham 5.10.6:185.16 probably has to be read +d-chyati, cf. HOFFMANN 
1966: 70f. [= Aufs. n, 463f.] . 
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By contrast, other presents of the same IVS (if any) either occur as simplex (daya-te; 
sind-ti in the A V) only or are attested both as simplex and in compounds (sindJi in the 
RV;31 sisali etc.). 
3.6 A synopsis 
For the sake of clarity, I summarize the above-mentioned features of the three present types 
in the table below: 
-
I features I[ class IV (active) I type Cydti class VI I 
(l a) semantic and 
mostly intransitive 
mostly transitives 
statives; a small transitives denoting 
syntactic 
subgroup of transitives "energetic" activities 
denoting "energetic" 
properties activities 
(l b) aspectual 
mostly durative mostly punctual mostly punctual 
meaning 
(2) the ratio of for two of the three Cytiti the paradigm of the 
the present, forms with primary formations attested in the present is not yet well-
imperfect and endings are prevalent 
RV only forms with established in early 
injunctive forms 
secondary endings are met 
Vedic 
--
(3) paradigmatic rarely (for,," 5 % of 
parallel presents exist often 
features: are there for three of the five (for"" 1/3 of 
parallel presents? 
-ya-presents) 
Cytiti presents : presents) 
passives are attested ! passives are attested 
(4) passivization exceptionally for two of the five for '" I /3 of the verbs 
Cytiti :verbs (YS +): (mostly after the RV) 
In addition, one has to note that some of class VI presents which are in competition with 
other present formations (listed in section 2.3.2) are mostly employed with preverbs 
( -tira-ti, dhava-ti), while other presents of the same root are well-attested as simplex. 
Obviously, the class VI analysis conforms much better to the features of the type Cyati 
than the most commonly acknowledged class IV analysis. 
4. On the origin of the type Cyati 
4.1 Preliminary remarks 
So far I was concerned with determining the pOSItIon of the class Cyati within the 
synchronic system of the Vedic present types. Any present type can be said to associate 
with a cluster of features belonging to different layers of the language structure 
31 lx as simplex, Ix with vi. 
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(morphophonology, syntax, semantics, paradigmatic properties, etc.). None of the features 
on their own can be sufficient evidence for or against certain analysis of a morphological 
formation, but a set of independent features shared by two formations seems to point to 
their synchronic affinity. I tried to show that the cluster of properties of the type Cyati is 
basically the same as that of class VI and, hence, treating Cyati presents as class VI 
formations is more appropriate than a class IV analysis within a synchronic description of 
the Vedic verb. 
This is not to say, however, that all or most of the Cyati presents are of the same 
origin as typical class VI presents. The synchronic status of a formation and its origin are 
to be treated separately, as two different (albeit often related) matters. In particular, I am 
not claiming that all or most of the Cyati presents, albeit belonging, synchronically, to class 
VI, actually go back to the zero grade thematic presents, rather than to '-ya-presents or 
any other present type(s). We cannot rule out that the predecessors of some of these 
formations have been secondarily rebuilt and reinterpreted as class VI presents, due to 
several analogical developments. 
Thus, the main problem which remains open is: how are we to reconcile a class VI 
analysis, based on purely synchronic (semantic, syntactic and paradigmatic) features, with 
the morphological structure and origin of the Cyati presents? 
4.2 Where the type Cyati comes from? 
4.2.1 Class IV origin: 'CH-ia-
As has been mentioned in Section 1, the class IV analysis leaves unexplained some features 
of the type Cyati, particularly: why 'CH-ja- does not yield "Ctya-, nor (possibly) "Cdya-? 
Nevertheless, it cannot be ruled out that some of Cyati presents go back to -ya-formations 
which have later rebuilt their original shape (**Cfya-? *'Caya-?) in analogy with some other 
Cyati presents of different origin. Of course, this assumption leaves open the general 
problem of the origin of the type Cyati. 
4.2.2 Class VI origin 
4.2.2.1. 'CH-ia-: i belongs to the root 
The class VI ~nalysis has one disadvantage. Given the assumption that Cyati is derived 
from the root Ca (sa, sa, etc.), how are we to account for the element -y- before the 
thematic vowel?32 It should be recalled, however, that at least for some of the five verbs 
of this group root variants with the final -j- can be posited. Then the type Cyati may be 
accounted for as class VI presents based on i roots: si, si etc. This analysis was adopted, 
for instance, by HIRT (1921: 60, 168, 21Of.), who regarded syati etc. as 'aoristic presents' 
32 I refrain from a discussion of the controversial hypothesis proposed by DIVER (1959), who suggests that 
-y- in Cyati (as well as in some other Vedic stems in -ya-) goes back to the palatal laryngeal 'JP (,H,); see 
also CHRISTOL 1990 and cf. LINDEMAN (1992: 60) for criticism. One should also mention the analysis sug-
gested by BADER (1990: 1Of.), who rejects both 'sh2i-e- and 'shr °yo·· (thus in her notation) and traces the 
type syati immediately to 'shre-ti and, likewise, dyati 'binds' to 'dhre-ti - without any convincing 
argumentation, however. 
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("Aoristprasens"). Here I will only briefly mention the most important evidence for CHi 
variants; a detailed discussion of this Cif I Ci alternation can be found in RASMUSSEN 1989: 
50ff.; et". also MAYRHOFER, EWAia, s.vv. 
The root sa provides more evidence for -1- as part of the rool than any other root of 
the group under consideration: setu- 'fetter, band', pert". (ct. LUBOTSKY 1995: 214), 
nom.ag. setar- (ct". RASMUSSEN 1989: 59), caus. stlyayati (ct. INSLER 1987: 65) point to 
*saHi- < PIE *sehi:.- (cf. already HIRT 1900: 37; also RASMUSSEN, ibid.; MAYRHOFER, 
EWAia n, not".; GARCIA-RAMON 1994-95: 339ff.; cf. also BURROW 1949: 46; MAYR· 
HOFER 1965: 248, fn.23). Evidence for two other roots, §ii and chit, is more scarce but not 
negleetable, ef. Av. saeni- and Ved. caus. chayayati, which may point to *kehii)- (cf. 
INSLER 1987: 65; RASMUSSEN 1989: 53; MAYRHOFER, EWAia n, 627) and *skehi (RAS-
MUSSEN 1989: 61), respectively. For sa, ef. also the late Vedic root aorist participle -
s(y)iina- 'sharpening' (AB 7.16.2 ni~§itna-33 ~ SSS 15.21.11 nisyana-), which could only 
have been based on the root §Y- (§i-) (with the secondary loss of -y- in the variant attested 
in the AB).34 For -dyati, cf. RASMUSSEN 1989: 51, esp. No.2. Evidence for -1- as part 
of the root is furnished by Anatolian, too, notably, by nominal derivatives in -i- like Hitt. 
isbi-mnn- 'strap' (~ i§bai 'he binds'),35 which are derived from the roots in (N. 
OETTINGER, letter of 15.1O.97). 
The aforementioned forms cannot of course serve as unambiguous evidence for the 
hypothesis that -1- belonged to the root from the very beginning. Nevertheless, even given 
the assumption that -1- eventually originates in a suffix (PIE *-(e)i- (?», these forms show 
that at certain moment it has been reconsidered as part of the root, giving rise to forms like 
setar-, chiiyayati, etc. Note that some roots have succeeded more than some others in 
adopting -i- into the root; in particular, to put it in non-formal terms, sal/si goes one step 
further than other roots. 36 
Thus, it cannot be ruled out that C(i)ya- represents a class VI present derived from the 
root *CHi, with optional syllabification of the laryngeal before -j-. However, this 
assumption does not solve the whole problem: we still have to account for the root variants 
without -j-, even in the case of sal/si; note, for instance, that alongside setdr- (RV 7.84.2) 
we find ava-siitar- (RV 10.27.9). 
Furthermore, we have to explain the irregular reflex of the vocalized laryngeal be-
fore -j-: we might expect **Clya- (rather than C(i)yd-), as in -ya-passives of Ca roots 
33 The variant attested in the AB is generally taken as corrupt (KEITH 1920: 303, fn. 3); BOHTLlNGK'S 
Chrestomathie (1909: 32, line 14; 394, line 23) conjectures +niSyana- in accordance with the reading of the 
SSS; cf. also DEBRUNNER 1954 [AiG H, 2]: 274, § 162.b.P); DEBRUNNER 1957 [AiG, Nachtr. zu 1]: 149. 
34 Note that middle participles of the structure Cana- are unattested for roots in -d, so that -sdna- is unlikely 
to belong to the root variant sa. 
35 CL WITl"MANN 1973: 41. 
36 Quite symptomatically, SCHULZE (1885: 423) accepts a class VI analysis for sy-ati, but takes d-ytiti as a 
-ya-present in another article (SCHULZE 1888: 258). Likewise, the Avestan cognate of -syciti, i.e. hiia-, is 
treated by KELLENS (1984: 100) as a thematic zero grade root present (Indian class VI), unlike other 
(possible) cognates of the type Cyati, which are grouped with -iia-presents (see fn. 2-4). 
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(dfyate, dhfyate, etc.), with the secondary lengthening of i before y. All this seems to indi-
cate that -j-, although synchronically belonging to the root, must be of secondary origin. 
4.2.2.2 The pattern daya_ te 1/ -dya-ti 
Yet another source of -y- in Cyati may have existed, at least for one of the members of this 
class. _dya_ti 'cut, make sacrificial cuttings, distribute, divide' is in competition with the 
present daya-te 'distribute', whose morphological analysis is unclear. Generally, it is 
considered an -aya-present (cf. e.g. LUBOTSKY 1989: 95; MAYRHOFER, EWAia 1,700), 
although not always consistently. 37 Whatever the status of -y- in daya-,e (part of the root 
or.part of the suffix), daya-te and _dya_ti may belong together as class I present and class 
VI present, respectively. Here it might be advisable to make a short digression on this 
paradigmatic pattern. 
Excursus 
Paradigmatic pattern "class I present /I zero grade thematic formation" 
To my knowledge, the paradigmatic opposition of class I presents and zero grade thematic formations within 
the IVS (hereafter labelled, for brevity, "I/IVI pattern") has never been treated systematically in Vedic 
studies, unlike some other well-established patterns, such as "intransitive -ya-presents I I transitive nasal 
presents"; GOTO (1987: 57f.) mentions only four reliable instances of this type. 
In my opinion, the functional value of this pattern within the Vedic verbal system, albeit semantically 
less transparent than, for instance, that of the pattern "-ya-presents II nasal presents", should not be 
underestimated. Here belong the following verbs: 
1. tara_tilte RV + 'pass, cross over' II _tira-,ih, RV + 'carry through, save' (only with preverbs); 
2. var~a-ti RV + 'rain' II -vr~a-te RV, Sii. 'cause to rain, make fall down as rain' (only with a). 
In both of these pairs class VI present is opposed to class I present as transitive-causative ("factitive") to 
intransitive (cf. GOTO, ibid.). 
3. kflr~a_tilte RV + 'draw, drag' II kr~a-ti RV + 'plough, drag la plough]'; 
4. dhava-ti RV + 'rub, wash' II dhllva-ti AV-YSP 'fan'. 
In these two pairs the semantic opposition is less transparent. GOTO (ibid., 58, fn. 27) hesitantly takes the 
meaning of the second members as causative,38 but his interpretation seems forced. Rather one might say 
that the second members refer to more concrete and specific kinds of activities. Besides, -vr~a-te and dhava-ti 
can be qualified as referring to more "energetic" activities, as compared to those denoted by the 
corresponding class I presents (cf. GOTO, ibid., 187f. on dhlIvat'). 
5. rava-te YSP + 'roar' II ruva-ti RV + 'id.'; 
6. nava_tel(ti) RV, TBrn1x 'roar' II nuvantam (participle) RV/' 'id.' 
The hapax nuwlntam has been created in analogy with the pair rava-" I I ruva_ti and refers to more energetic 
(loud) roaring (cf. JOACHIM 1978: 103; GOTO 1987: 198). 
Given the common origin of the thematic aorist and class VI present (the distinction between these two 
formations is not clear -cut in some cases), one may append some pairs "class I present I I thematic aorist" to 
37 MA YRHOFER, ibid., takes dliyate as an -aya-present and, at the same time, treats y as part of the root 
(DAy2). I do not understand how these two claims can be reconciled. 
38 'er zieht, schleppt' - 'er pfliigt' = 'er laBt einen Pflug eine Furche ziehen'; 'er reibt, spiilt ab' - 'er 
betachelt' = 'er bewegt einen Eicher hin und her' und gleichzeitig 'der Fiicher iibt durch Hin- und Herbe-
wegung eine Wirkung auf den Gegenstand aus'. 
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the above list: 
7. jaraJi/(") RV 'make old' II juratam (impv.) 'make weak, infirm' RV 1.182.3. 
Bothjara_til(te) andjuratam are employed transitively,39 but the imperativejuratam refers to a more energetic 
activity ('hinfa\lig werden lassen', as opposed tojara-'i 'allmiihlich hohes Alter erreichen lassen', cf. NARTEN 
1964: 121; JOACHIM 1978: 83; GOTO 1987: 152); these two formations seem to differ in their aspectual 
meaning, too: juratam is perfective (GOTO, ibid.). Obviously, the semantic difference betweenjara-ti/(") and 
. juratam is basically the same as that between the members of the most of the aforementioned pairs (1-6). 
Thus, whatever the morphological analysis of juratam, i.e. class VI present (WHITNEY 1885: 55; NARTEN 
1964: 121; JOACHIM 1978: 83; LAZZERONI 1978: 142f.) or thematic aorist (GOTo, ibid.), I do not see good 
reasons for treating this pair separately from the 'II/VI pattern' class. 
8. hdva-" RV + (mantras) 'call, invoke' I I ahuvat (ah(U)vat) etc. RV 'id.' 
The zero grade thematic formations do not occur with primary endings, except for the unclear (but well-
attested) form huve (1 sg.med.), so that there is no sufficient evidence for positing a class VI present (GOTO 
1987: 349f.). 
The list of the 'IIIYI' pairs may be probably expanded, but those given above suffice to make some 
preliminary conclusions about the functional value of this morphological opposition. The above-listed 
formations arc not a random group but correspond to a cluster of features: 
(i) First, the 'IIIYI pattern' is correlated with a number of semantic and syntactic distinctions 
(,intransitive' - 'transitive (causative)', 'less concrete' - 'more concrete', 'less energetic' - 'more 
energetic', 'imperfective' - 'perfective'), which can all be grouped together under the heading 'lower degree 
of the effectiveness of an action taking place' = 'lower degree of transitivity' - 'higher degree of the 
effectiveness of an action taking place' = 'higher degree of transitivity', in terms of HOPPER and 
THOMPSON'S (1980) approach to transitivity. 
(ii) Members of most of the above pairs differ in diathesis properties: some of class I presents are media 
tantum (or quasi-tantum) (cf. rava-", nava_tel(ti», while some of thematic zero grade formations are activa 
tantum (kr~a-ti, dhava-ti , ruvci-'i, nuvantam, juratam). 
(iii) Second members of some pairs, namely -tira_,Ute and -vr:ja-", occur in compounds with preverbs 
only; dhava-ti is almost exceptional as simplex. 
The above sketch suffices to demonstrate that the pair daya-te // _dyd_tilte perfectly 
conforms to these three features: ddya-te 'distribute' is medium tantum, _dyd_tilte 'cut, 
divide, distribute' occurs with preverbs only and is a ritual term, referring to a more 
concrete punctual event (cutting off a sacrificial portion), thus, as it seems, being more 
transitive in HOPPER and THOMPSON'S terms. Whatever the origin of these two formations, 
this is strong evidence for treating them synchronically as class I and class VI presents, 
respectively, even under the assumption that -y- in ddya)e originates in the suffix -dya-. 40. 
It is unclear which exact diachronic scenario might lead to the rise of this and similar pairs. 
One may assume that the zero grade of the root results from the reduction of the full grade 
thematic stem with the concomitant accent shift, which was operative in compounds with 
preverbs (i.e. *-CeC-e- > *-CC_e_),41 but the exact nature of this process is unclear to me. 
39 An intransitive interpretation of the only middle occurrence, jaranta RV 10.31. 7, is less probable; cf. GOTo 
1987: 152. 
40 daya-te and _dya_til" are actually treated as class I and class VI presents of the same root already in 
WHlTNEY 1885: 70, 72. 
41 To my knowledge, this hypothesis was first formulated by BECHTEL (1892: 153f., 268f.), who has extended 
to the verbal compounds the rule proposed by 1. SCHMIDT (1881: 53ff.) for the nominal compounds: a in the 
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5. Conclusions 
To sum up, I have tried to argue that the class VI analysis conforms much better to the 
features of the type Cyati than the class IV analysis, thus being more attractive from the 
synchronic point of view. This is not to say, however, that all Cyati presents are of the 
same origin as class VI presents of the type tudati. In some verbs of this class, -y- may 
originate in the suffix • -(e) i- (perhaps related to the class IV present suffix -ya-). 
Thematicizing the original stems CdH-(e)i-, 'sH-(e)i-, etc.) could have yielded both "class 
VI" (-dy-a-ti, -sy-a-ti, etc.) and "class I" (day-a-te) formations. Then Cyati presents have 
been secondarily assimilated to each other, building a special subclass of present class VI. 
Abbreviations 
AA Aitareya-Aral).yaka, AB = Aitareya-Brahrnal).a, AV =:' Atharva-Veda, AVP 
Atharva-Veda, Paippalada recension, AVS = Atharva-Veda, Saunaka recension, IVS 
individual verbal system, JB = Jaiminlya-Briihmal).a, Kh. - Rg-Veda-Khilani, KpS 
~api~tha!a-Katha-S~itii, KS ,= Ka!ha~a, MS = Maitrayal).1 S~itii, RV = R~-yeda, 
SB = Satapatha-Briihmana, SBK = Satapatha-Brahrnana, Kiinva recension, SSS = 
Siiiikhiiyana-Srauta-Sutra, ·SU. = Siitras, TB = TaittirIy~-Br~al).a, TS = TaittirIya-
Saqiliitii, Y = Yasna, YS = S~itiis of the Yajur-Veda, Yt = Yast. 
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